Perfectly ergonomic, seriously rugged, and ready for any task, the 7-inch Algiz RT7 offers unmatched field performance at an excellent value.

Powerful Android field tablet
Whether you’re collecting data, crunching numbers or viewing graphics, the Algiz RT7’s powerful Qualcomm quad-core processor provides reliable, uninterrupted work performance. And the Algiz RT7 doesn’t just run Android flawlessly — its capacitive touchscreen also enhances the Android experience with five-point multi-touch capability, 600-nit high-brightness sunlight readability and chemically strengthened glass.

Tough, rugged, easy to carry
The Algiz RT7’s physical design balances full ruggedness and lightweight ergonomics — without compromising either. Algiz RT7 was designed from the inside out to be comfortable to hold and easy to carry, resulting in a tablet that weighs just 650 grams. Yet the Algiz RT7 also meets stringent MIL-STD-810G military standards for withstanding extreme temperatures, drops and vibrations, and its IP65 rating means it’s waterproof and fully protected against sand and dust.

Powerful battery, loaded with features
Despite its compact size, the Algiz RT7 doesn’t skimp on battery life or connectivity options. It carries a powerful and rechargeable Li-Ion battery for long days in the field. LTE compatibility keeps your team connected without lag time, anywhere you go. And the Algiz RT7 houses NFC functionality, an integrated stand-alone u-blox® GPS receiver, accelerometer, gyroscope and eCompass, plus an optional dedicated barcode scanner and eTicket RFID reader.

Peripherals and expansion
The Algiz RT7 includes a built-in 8-megapixel camera and offers several port options including USB, Ethernet, micro-USB and headphone and microphone jacks — so you can attach any additional equipment you need to do your job. And for optimum versatility, the Algiz RT7 provides user-accessible dual SIM card slots.

For an ultra-lightweight, user-friendly Android tablet that delivers heavyweight performance for a wide variety of field tasks, look no farther than the Algiz RT7.
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